City of Oakland, Bicyclist & Pedestrian Advisory Commission
Draft Minutes from the April 16, 2015 meeting
City Hall, 2nd Floor, Sgt Daniel Sakai Hearing Room (aka Hearing Room 4)

Meeting agenda at http://www2.oaklandnet.com/oakca1/groups/pwa/documents/agenda/oak050722.pdf

Meeting called to order at 6:03pm by Chair Christopher Kidd
Item 1. Roll Call/Determination of Quorum/Introductions
At roll call, Commission members Chan, Kidd, McWilliams, Prinz, Tabata, and Villalobos were present (quorum
established). Commissioners Hwang, Taylor, and Wheeler arrived shortly thereafter.
Item 2. Approval of meeting minutes
 A motion to adopt the Bicyclist & Pedestrian Advisory Commission meeting minutes from March 19,
2015 was made (Tabata), seconded (Kidd), and passed unanimously. (Adopted minutes online at
www.oaklandbikes.info/BPAC/index.htm#agenda.)
Item 3. Open Forum / Public Comment
 Eric Fischer expressed distress about new/changed traffic signals (like the one at corner of College Ave
and Hudson St) that cause excessive pedestrian delay and inconvenience.
 Ann Killebrew asking about the status of the Telegraph Ave Complete Streets Implementation
Plan. Staff explained that the current ETA for cycle track (Phase 1 of the Plan) is June 2015.
Item 4. Statewide Active Transportation Program (ATP) grants: candidate projects (see agenda attachment)
Bruce Williams provided some background on this grant fund source and explained that applications are due
June 1, and that $360 million is available statewide for a three year cycle. The City’s plan is to submit six
projects totaling about $10 million for (1) the four highest scoring projects submitted, but not funded, in the
previous ATP round; (2) the 20th Street/Harrison to San Pablo Complete Street project (the first project listed
under "considered" on the agenda attachment); and (3) the upper Broadway road diet, Broadway Ter to Keith
Ave, a project partially funded by the Caldecott settlement (mitigations for Caltrans construction of the 4th
bore of the Caldecott Tunnel). The other three projects listed are too early in project development process for
grant funding.
The City is asking for letter of support from the BPAC and can come back next month w/ more details if
requested—the 20th St project was added to the May agenda since publication of the April agenda. The
Commissioners agreed that more detail is needed before a letter can be drafted. In response to questions
about the various projects, Bruce explained:





the text of Safe Routes to Schools (SR2S) application is being changed to make a more compelling
argument from the planning perspective. Also, since the last application, the City has strengthened
connections to the SR2S local community.
one of the projects submitted in the last round was initially recommended by state for funding but
then, ultimately, not funded.
the City is now short of Project Managers since so many projects were funded in the last round.
projects will go to City Council only if grants are awarded.



Many support letters will be included from various community groups/stakeholders.

The Commission agreed that a special meeting is needed to review the applications before a support letter can
be written. Needed information would include a project summary/scope, overview map, budget, and how
each project meet ATP criteria.
 A motion to call a special meeting to review ATP applications was made (Prinz), seconded (multiple),
and passed unanimously.
[See item 8 for meeting details.]
Commissioner Hwang requested an update on the project readiness for the not‐ready projects. Commissioner
Tabata asked about Alameda County Transportation Commission (ACTC) involvement in the Fruitvale Alive!
Project—the project design is funded by ACTC.
Item 5. Oakland Main Library: Bike Month activities
Mana Tominaga with Oakland Main Library explained that this is the second year that the Oakland Public
Library (OPL) is promoting special programs for National Bike Month (see flyer). Activities include two classes
with Bike East Bay, a family bike rodeo at the 81st Branch Library, along with fix it clinics. OPL is asking for help
with (1) the OPL branch history tour on Sunday, May 17 (ride or help lead tours) and (2) bike and parts
donations to benefit Cycles of Change, May 20‐23, noon to 4pm each day. If interested, contact Mana at
MTominaga@oaklandlibrary.org or go to the events webpage at www.oaklandlibrary.org/biketobooks.
In related news, Commissioner Prinz reported that Bike East Bay and OPL are partnering on multiple types of
classes Oakland libraries. And, Mana noted that two new bike fix‐it kiosks will soon be installed at the
Temescal and 81st Ave branch libraries.
Item 6. Bike Share
Carlos Hernandez, Oakland’s Bike Share coordinator, gave an overview of bike sharing, noting that the Bay
Area’s program is unique because it is regional; most other programs are based in individual cities. Other key
points included:









Costs are likely to change.
Alta Bike Share (operator of the current Bay Area system) was bought out by Motivate which is now
the owner and operator. Motivate approached MTC with proposal for 10‐fold expansion, at no cost to
MTC, using no public funds. The terms of expansion are currently under negotiation w/ MTC.
The suitability analysis conducted is the basis for where stations will be located, but will not be the
only tool used to decide.
Outreach will be performed by a combination of consultants and is expected to begin summer 2015.
20% of stations will go in communities of concern per MTC terms.
Bike Share will be at Ogawa Plaza on BTWD.
The City will need to pass bike share policy and be ready to permit bike share stations.

Discussion:
 The audience in SF to date has been commuters, typically middle aged white men with some tourists
on the weekend. The City would like users to match demographic of Oakland.
 Motivate will get funding from one of more title sponsors and could sell sponsorship and ads.
 Ryan Price expressed concerns that West Oakland wouldn't be included. The City gets to say where
20% of stations get placed, and has a strong interest in equity.
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A suggestion was made to use Measure BB funds to subsidize the long rides of low‐income bicyclists,
and to extend the time limits because Oakland trips might be long.
The proposed price increase seems high. Motivate should consider starting with a lower cost, and only
raise it if the program doesn't meet use/membership targets.
Consider a Commuter check payment option, and integration with the Clipper Card (a possibility under
discussion).
Ann Killebrew noted that in Washington DC, there are stations everywhere. Carlos noted that Capitol
Bike Share is the oldest system in the US and has had a long time to expand.

Item 7. Bi‐annual bike project status overview
Jennifer Stanley gave a short overview of the pages in the agenda attachment that list current bikeway
projects under development. This overview is provided every six months with a request that the BPAC
prioritize designs they wish to review.
Comments included:






Bikeway design should be coordinated with the planned Downtown Circulation Study. If that study
recommends changes (like one‐ to two‐way street conversions) then the recommended bikeway types
could change.
Some found that both the list and map were confusing, the list because it is too detailed, and the map
because it lacks design detail. It is hard to go back and forth between the list and map.
It was suggested that the list differentiate between buffered bike lanes and standard ones; Jennifer
explained that the City’s policy is to install buffered bike lanes whenever there is sufficient width (as
per a presentation to the Commission in October 2014).
Projects should be presented to the BPAC more holistically, rather than street by street.
Projects should be presented to the BPAC early enough for input to have an impact on project
development and design.

It was recommended that the BPAC’s Strategic Goals and Policy Plan committee could consider how the BPAC
hear about and review bikeway projects.
Of the projects on the list, the following were requested for BPAC design review:
1. MacArthur/Moss/Chetwood gap connection
2. Tidewater/High
3. 23rd/Kennedy
Item 8. BPAC input on City budget
Commission Chair Christopher Kidd explained that the Mayor won't release the budget until the April 30, and it
is important for BPAC to weigh in strongly. Most organizations provide input within a few days of release and
so should BPAC. He asked staff whether there are people in Finance tasked with assisting groups with
understanding the budget; staff did not know. BPAC would like someone to assist in the group’s understanding
on the budget’s transportation‐related elements.
The Commissioners agreed to discuss the budget at a special meeting (Option 1 in the agenda), the same one
previously approved for review of ATP applications.
A new motion was made, seconded, and passed to call a special meeting to discuss the budget and ATP
projects tentatively on Wednesday, May 6 at 6pm. (The BTWD resolution will be presented at the City Council
meeting on the previous evening.)
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Item 9. Three‐month agenda look‐ahead, suggestions for meeting topics, announcements
Three‐month look ahead/suggestions for meeting topics
 Schedule ATP for the special meeting on May 6. Keep the signal policy item in May.
 Schedule the other potential ATP projects (each one) when they are at their most ready state.
 Bike Share update (in three months)
Announcements






CalBike’s advocacy day in Sacramento is on April 28‐29, see www.bikeadvocacyday.org
The mandatory helmet state bill failed. The state has been asked to study the effectiveness of helmets.
An anti‐gentrification bike tour is being held to celebrate Affordable Housing Week on May 16; meet at
Swan’s Market at 10am.
Bike East Bay/Oakland Yellowjackets are hosting a training on how to ride in a group, April 23 at the
Rockridge Library, 7pm.
WOBO’s first “Ride Like a Girl” workshop is this Sunday, April 19; ladies only, meet at Fruitvale BART at
1pm.

Meeting adjourned 8:16pm

Attachment [to be appended to approved minutes]


OPL Bike Month flyer

Minutes recorded by Jennifer Stanley, City of Oakland Bicycle & Pedestrian Facilities Coordinator, emailed to
meeting attendees for review on April 17, with comments requested by April 23, to jstanley@oaklandnet.com.
Revised minutes will be emailed to attendees, and considered for adoption at the May 21, 2015 meeting.
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